A woman’s guide to floorinG
What’s a woman to put under her feet?

What do you want
your floor to be?
Consider
You want flooring to complement your unique style as well as
the function of the room. Throwing dinner parties? Curling up
with the Sunday funnies? Dog sitting for the neighbors, yet
again? Keep in mind how you will use the room.

Imagine
What personality are you trying to create? Smart and sassy?
Cool and chic? Moody and mysterious? Maybe you already
have some décor to work around such as your mate’s favorite
plaid recliner. Now’s the time to open the door to possibilities
(and maybe make some décor updates).

Gather
Swatches. Torn out magazine pages. Paint chips. Leaves you
plucked from a tree while on vacation in Bora Bora. These are
the things that rooms are made of. Somewhere between work,
chasing the kids, traveling and running the household you may
find inspiration for the room that’s been taking shape in your
head. Bring your ideas to a retailer or Try on a Floor at
www.shawfloors.com.

What are
my options?
Carpet
Textures, patterns, loops and twists. Carpet offers a wide variety of styles and
statements. Think family room that invites bare feet or a master bedroom that
is both sanctuary and sexy.

Area Rugs
The room’s “fifth wall,” an area rug can be a dramatic work of art. These
rugs add style over neutral carpet, complement traditional hardwood or
add warmth to any ceramic floor.

Hardwood
The newest trends are woods such as bamboo, teak and Brazilian cherry.
Think about trying different widths to add a healthy dose of wow.

Ceramic
Ceramics are appearing in all sorts of new places. Bring them out of the
bathroom and introduce them to the living room. Trends include different size
tiles and unique border treatments.

Laminate
Today’s laminates convey looks so authentic you’d swear they were the real
thing. From hardwood to tile, there’s a huge selection out there.

Taking it all
in store.
Request
Use the visual aids you have gathered and ask for similar flooring samples to
see if the color and style is what you are looking for. Take your samples home.
Can you live with them? Or without them?

Talk
It really is all about you. Talk to the sales representative about your lifestyle
and tastes. Find out what options work best for you and learn the benefits of
each. It has to be a good fit.

Narrow
Now that you have all the information, really discuss the products you are
considering. Do you prefer a rustic or sleek style? Do you like shag carpeting
or dramatic patterns? Cut the contenders down and think long-term.

Question
Find out the details of the sale. The sales representative should talk about installation and the basics of how to maintain your floor. Unclear on something?
Ask again. You’re not being pushy; you’re being smart.

Style 101 — What’s yours?
Jumping into a new look for your floor can be daunting. That’s why most people play it safe.
But even if you don’t want to show off your wilder side, there are ways to incorporate fun into
your floors. You just need to find the look that fits with your overall design style.

Modern
If your style is modern, that means carpets with bold geometric patterns
such as circles or squares; or the clean, sleek look of light-colored hardwoods
and laminates. Both options can be used to offset the chic simplicity of
contemporary furniture.

Retro
A retro gal combines the designs of the past with the flair of today. Think
about sinking your toes into playful shag carpeting, or defining a room with
more traditional argyle patterns. Pick an era and go with it.

Natural
Use elements and colors that help bring the outside indoors. Exotic
hardwoods or carpets with textured animal prints can add depth to a
floor, while fern patterns and citrus shades help the less daring dip their
toe in the water.

Fashion-inspired
For those who prefer the runway to the hallway, this is your look. Patterns
such as houndstooth and paisley help your home look as stylish as your closet.

Tips & Trends
There are no rules when choosing a floor. Just
listen to your heart. (Unless your heart only likes
beige, and then you might want to listen to some
experts, too.)

Don’t be afraid of color
Burnt ochre, shale green, lemon curry. If it makes
you feel good, by all means use it. Color is one of
the best ways to spice up a room and create personality.

Please the eyes and the feet
Texture is the big story in flooring these days. Think
about loops and layering and other ways to create a
tactile experience.

Layer Up
Layering flooring is as fashionable as layering clothing,
except this trend will probably hang around a little longer.

Go green — and not just with the color
Today, more and more stylish flooring products are
environmentally friendly as well. Look for carpet that is
recyclable and hardwoods that contain recycled content.

For more information, visit www.shawfloors.com
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